
WINIMAN Registration
If you've found that this program fits in with the way you work, please register.

The Registration Code and Serial Number returned when you register will be valid for all
releases of WINIMAN of the same major version number (i.e. if you register V1.10, then it
will be valid for all V1.nn releases but possibly not V2.nn or later).

We don't supply a disk with your registration (that's one reason why it's cheap!).  

Just print out the form below, fill in the details and post the form to:-

Absolute Zero Software Services 
PO Box 260
Edgware
Middlesex
HA8 8EY
United Kingdom

Please note we prefer payment in pounds sterling (non-UK orders please see below).  

Disclaimer

Don't forget that there are no warranties associated with this software beyond saying that it
will do what it says in the documentation (apart from your legal rights, of course).  If you
manage to mess up your installation and think it has something to do with WINIMAN or
SETVAR, we're sorry but they only cost £5.  However, registered users may e-mail  CIS
100272,3473 and we will  do our best  to  satisfy your requests.   All  prices are subject  to
sudden, unexpected change, and all errors are regrettable, human and apologised for.  Once
you have a license, you can use our software 'like a book' as they say - do what you wish with
it as long as only one person can ever use the licensed copy at any one time. We only sell the
permission to use, not the software. (We can translate this section into legalese if you wish!)

US and other non-UK Users!

Please do register!   As a special  incentive,  there are no extra shipping costs  for non-UK
orders!  If you really cannot avoid paying in a currency other than pounds sterling, please add
the equivalent of £3 sterling to the price you send to cover part of our currency exchange
costs.

We apologise if this seems expensive to US customers, but the price is a fair one for Europe
and is distorted by exchange rates and market prices to seem expensive in the US.  At least
we're not charging you for shipping!

Just for the record, WINIMAN and SETVAR are both © Copyright 1993, D Kelvin; this
chatty  registration  form is  entirely  public  domain  and has  been  liberally  taken from the
BackMenu Registration form (thanks to SP Services). 

It's designed for A4 paper but should print OK on 8½" x 11" letter.



REGISTRATION APPLICATION FORM
(please deface as required)

I understand that I will receive one of your 'fairly' nice registration certificates, appropriate
registration number,  WINIMAN serial  number and the undying gratitude of D. Kelvin in
return for this sum (and that is all).  I got the software from _________________________
and have version 1.10 (don't worry about prior versions - they were never released!).

_________________________________________________________________________________________

My Details

Name ___________________________________________________________

Company ___________________________________________________________

Address ____________________________________________

____________________________________________

____________________________________________

Post Code ____________________ Country _______________________

Phone __________________________ Fax/e-mail   __________________________

We are sorry but the only payments we are able to accept is  by cheque drawn on a UK Bank payable to
"Absolute Zero Software Services" or cash (although, it is not advisable to send cash via any postal service!).

Signature ____________________________________

EXACT personalisation details for opening screen:-

"Registered to __________________________________________" 
(min. 8 and max. 32 characters including any embedded spaces).

For MULTIPLE registrations for the same company,  there is a 30% reduction in the registration fee for the 
additional copies after the first three. Unless specific registration details are required (please indicate), a number 
is appended to the main registration details entered above (please leave room for the extra 3 digit number). All 
registrations for the same company will have the same serial number associated with their copy of WINIMAN.

(........... ) Multiple copies required  £5 (sterling) for first three copies,   £3.50 (sterling) for additional copies.


